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SPACES OF DISCRETE SUBSETS OF A LOCALLY
COMPACT GROUP

N. OLER

This paper represents a continuing effort to develop
elements of a general theory of packing and covering by
translates of a fixed subset of a group. For P a subset of
a group X a subset L is a left P-packing if for any distinct
elements x1 and x2 in L, xj? Π x2P is empty. A subset M of
X is a left P-covering if MP—X. The Chabauty topology on
the set of discrete subgroups of a locally compact group
has been used only to a rather limited extent in the Geometry
of Numbers but by its very definition is a natural one to
work with in studying packing and covering problems. The
main results of this paper are that the Chabauty topology
extends to the family of all closed discrete subsets contain-
ing the identity and that if X is σ-compact then S(X, P) the
space of all left P-packings for a fixed neighborhood P of
the identity is locally compact.

The Chabauty topology [1] extends in the following way. Let
X be a Hausdorίf locally compact group with identity e and ̂  the
family of open neighborhoods of e. We introduce the following
notation: For any three subsets A, B and C of X we define L(A, B, C)
to be the set of subsets, Af, of X satisfying

A' n B a AC and An Bcz A'C

and R(A, B, C) as the set of subsets A' of X satisfying

A' nBαCA and AπBαCA' .

DEFINITION 1. We denote by S^(X) the space of closed discrete
subsets of X containing e with the topology generated by {L(H, K, U):

); K a compact subset of X;

The following two assertions are immediate consequences of the
definition of L.

PROPOSITION 1. If Ux ID U2 then L{H, K, Uλ) ZD L{H, K, U2).

PROPOSITION 2. // Kγ => K2 then L(H, Kx U) c (H, K2f U).

As a further consequence we have
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PROPOSITION 3. [L{H, K, U)\ K compact] Us^K*} is a local
basis.

Proof. L(H, K, U K2j U.Π Ut) c L(H, Kl9 UJ Π L(H9 K2, U2).

We shall require

LEMMA. Given He^(X) and K compact there exists 7 G ^

such that HV0K=(HnK)V.

Proof. Choose U a compact neighborhood of e and consider the
finite set S = Hf] KU. For h e S\K there exists a symmetric Vh e Λ^
with Vh c U such that hVh Π K = 0 . Let F = fl FA, fc e S\iΓ then
V has the asserted property. For SVf]K=0 and if heH\S
then hiKU so /&<£ lίΓF hence /&FniT= 0 since F is symmetric.
Thus for heH we have that feFΠ -K"̂  0 if and only if heK and
the lemma follows.

Suppose now that H, e L(iί, if, T7) then there exists V e ^ 7 F
relatively compact, VczW for which H^ L(H, K, F). Namely, if
heH f] K then hehJV for some hλe H so there exists Ffe e ^ 7 FΛ

relatively compact and VhczW such that hehγVh. Let F ' = U FΛ,
heHΠK then HnKczH.V. Similarly there exists F " e ^ F "
relatively compact and V" aW such that iJ, Π K c jffF". With
V = V u F ; / the assertion follows.

If keh.V then h^kV'1 so that f^FΠ ίΓcίfl; Π KV~ι)V and
therefore HnKaiH.Γ) KV'1)V. Similarly H.nK^iHΠ KV~ι)V.
Let h.eH^K then h.ehΎ for some h' eH0 KV~ι so that &' e
^ F " 1 . There exists Vhie^ such that h'Vh^h^'1 and so for any
h" e h' Vhl we have that h, e h" Vhι. Let V, = Γl FΛ l, KeH.Π K.

The lemma provides that there exists F2 e ^/^ such that i^ F2 Π

Since iZΊ Π ίΓc i ϊ F there exists F3 6 ^f ^ such that (H, Π ϋΓ)F3 c

Let £Γ - Vx n F2 n F3 and U = U'Γ\ U'~l and consider fl, e
11, C/). Since H^KV^czH.U there is for each h'eH.

an element fe2 e H2 such that /̂ ' e h2 U, so /̂ 2 e h' U, hence /̂ 2 e h' Vγ. It
follows that H f] KdH2V by the argument motivating the choice
of Vx.

On the other hand H2Π KcH2Γ) KV^1 c Ht U. Therefore H2 Π
K<z.Hx ί7n KcziHίΠ iί) ?7 by choice of F2. Our choice of F3 now ensures
that ( ^ Π K)U<z HV. Hence iί2 n KczHV. Thus L ^ , iίF111, 17)c
L(iί, ίΓ, F). Recalling Proposition 3, we have proved
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THEOREM 1. The family {L(H, K, V): K compact Va^Γ) is a
basis for the topology on

As an immediate consequence in view of Proposition 1 and the
lemma we have

COROLLARY. The family {L{H, K, V): K compact, V relatively
compact, symmetric and satisfying HVf]K = (Hf]K)V) is a basis
for the topology on

That S^(X) is Hausdorff we see as follows.
Let H and H' be distinct elements of £f{X) then there exists

aeHAH' say aeH\H'. There exists a neighborhood Ve^i^ which
is symmetric and relatively compact for which a V Π H' = 0 . Choose
a symmetric V1 e ^4^ such that VI c V and consider the neigh-
borhoods L(H', aV19 V,) and L{H, {a}, Vx). Let H^UH', aVl9 Vt).
Were H.eLiH, {a}, Vx) then JEΓΠ {a}dH1V1 i.e. aeH.V, say aeh.V,
for some Z^ei?! implying that h^aV^ Now Hf] aVιaH'V1 hence
hx e H'V,. Thus aVιΠH'V1Φ0 and therefore H' Π aVl Φ 0 . But
this implies that aVΠ Hf Φ 0 which is a contradiction. It follows
that L(H', aVl9 Vx) Π L(H, {a}, V,) = 0 .

THEOREM 2. The topology on S^(X) is equivalent to that gener-
ated by {R(H, K, V):He<9?(X), K compact F e ^ } .

Proof Let L(H, K, V) be such that V is symmetric and HV Γ)
K = (HΓ\K)V.

By an analogous proof of the above lemma, there exists a
symmetric Ue^i^ satisfying UHΓ) K = U(HΠ K). Moreover Hf] K
being finite we can choose such a U for which UhahV for all

Let H.eRiH.K, U). Then fli n Kcz UHn Ka U(Hf] K)cz
(Hf]K)V(zHV. Also HOKaUH.nK so that if heHf]K then
heU^ for some hx^Hγ\ hence h^Uh and so h^hV. Hence
heh.V. It follows that HnKczH.V. Thus R(H, K, U)(zL(H, K, V).
By a similar argument for any R(H, K, U) there exists We Λr

such that L{H, K, W) c R{H, K, U).
We turn now to the concept of packing.

DEFINITION 2. For Ve^V] say that a set H is a (left) V
packing if, for each pair of distinct elements hx and h2 in H,
h2V= 0 .
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DEFINITION 3. Say that a subset H of X is uniformly discrete
if there exists Ue^Γ such that hU\J H = {h} for each heH.
Denote the class of those uniformly discrete subsets of X which
contain the identity by S(X).

The class of uniformly discrete subsets of X clearly coincides
with the class of left F-packing for all Ve^K For if h1Uf]h2 =
0 for any hL Φ h2, hlf h2eHthen for any F G ^ Γ such that VV~X c
U we have hx V Π h2 V — 0 . Conversely hx V Π h2 V = 0 implies that
hιVV~1nh2= 0 .

We now restrict ourselves to S(X) with the relative topology
induced by S^(X). We remark, however, that in the sequel some
of our results concerning S(X) will be true also of Sf(X) in view of

PROPOSITION 4. S(X) is everywhere dense in

Proof. Suffice to observe that H f) KeL(H, K, V).

Denoting by p(K, V) the subset of S(x) x S(x) consisting of
elements (Hu H2) which satisfy H, Π Kc H2V and H2 n Ka H.V we
see that the family U = {p(K, V): K compact, Ve^i^} is the basis
of a uniform structure. For we have that p(Kλ U K2y Vx Π V2) c
p(Klf V,) ΓΊ p(K2, V2), that each member of U contains the diagonal
and that p{K, V)_e U implies p(K, V)~ι e U. Further, if W2 c V, W
symmetric and W compact then (Hlf H2) e p(KW, W) and (H2, Hz) e
p(KW, W) implies that H^KcH.WnK, so H1Γ)Kc:(H2nKW)Wc:
(H2Γ\KW)WczHdW and similarly H.nKczH.W. Thus p(KW, W)o
pίίΓψ; TΓ) c p{K, V). Clearly S(X) is the uniform topology induced
by U and therefore we have

PROPOSITION 5. S(X) is completely regular.

Suppose now that K is compact, Ve^V and V is compact.
We shall show that L(H, KV, V) is_ closed.

The complement ^L(Hf KV, V) consists of elements Hx for
which either of the following holds:

( i ) H^KVZHV
(ii) HKKVςtH.V.
In the case (i) there exists ΛL e JEZΊ Π KV such that hγ g HV so

haHVf] KV_ hence KίiHf) KVV~ι)V. Since iff! ίΓFF"1 is finite,
(ίίίΊ KVV~ι)V is compact and there exists a symmetric neigh-
borhood USoV such that h.UΠiHn KVV-1)V = 0 . Moreover
we can choose Z7 so that h.UczKV. If H2eL(Hlf KV, U) then

zU and there exists h2eH2 for which h^hzU hence
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h2ehxU and therefore h2eKV. On the other hand, were H2 e
L{H, KV, V) we would find h2eHVf] KV hence Jι2 e(Hf] KVV~X)V
contradicting the fact that h^UΓ\ (H Π KVV~ι)V - 0 . It follows
that L{HX, KV, U) c ^L{H, KV, V).

In the case (ii) there exists heHf] KV such that hgH^O KV
so feίffin KVV~ι)V. The latter set being compact, there exists a
symmetric U e ΛT such that ^ n ί i ί i Π i ^ F F ' ^ F = 0 . Furthermore
we can choose U small enough that UH, n
Let H2eR(Hlf KVV~\ U) then

iJ2 Π i f F F ' 1 c UH, Π

Were jffa e L(jff, # F , F) then J ϊ n i ^ F c H2V, indeed flTl K F c i ί 2 F n
so that

heH2ΫΠ

hence

But this contradicts Uh n (ίί, n iΓFF"1) F = 0 , hence R(HU KVV~\ U)d
&UH, KV, V). Thus we have shown that L(H, KV, V) is closed.

We next demonstrate that, under the further hypothesis that
F is symmetric, (H, KV, V) is uniformly bounded, namely for K'
compact and Ue^i^ there exists a finite subset {Ht\ i = 1> •• ,ΛΓ}
of L(H, KV, V) such that \Jίi L(Hif K', U) =) L(H, KV, V).

It clearly suffices to assume that Kλ Z) KVV'1 and U is sym-
metric. Let i ϊ n i ί F F ~ 1 = {fe1, •,/&„}. Each of the sets hiV(i = l,'",m)
admits a finite covering of the form U ^ i ^ , * ^ with hit8ehtV
(s = 1, ' , ti', ί = 1, , m) and K'\KVV~X admits a finite covering
Uj-ifc tf w i t h fc, e i f ' ^ F F - 1 0" = 1, •••, ̂ ) We choose a finite set
of elements Hf as follows: Hf is the union of non-empty, not
necessarily proper, subsets of each of the sets {hus: s = 1, , tt}
(i = l,- ,m) together with a prossibly empty, not necessarily
proper, subset of {kτ: i = l, , r}. We claim that these ΠS=i (2H — l) 2r

sets satisfy the required condition. For the symmetry of F ensures
that each such set is in L(H, KV, F); moreover if H, e L(.ff, ίΓF, F)
then certainly there exists Hr in our set for which Hγ Π K' c ΐ ί ' £7.
If we choose i ϊ ' to be minimal in the sense that no proper subset
of H' satisfies this condition we will ensure that Hf Π K' c ΉJJ and
hence Hx e L(H', K', U).

DEFINITION 4. An equi-discrete subspace of S(X) is one each
member of which is a left P-packing for a fixed P e <yK We denote
this subspace by S(X, P).
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PROPOSITION 6. For each P G ^ / ; S(X, P) is a closed subspace

of S(X).

Proof. Let He^S(X, P). Then there exists x,yeH, xΦy

such that xP Π yP Φ 0 .

Choose Vγ = Fr1 e Λ~ for which xVίΠyVί = 0 then H' e
L(H, {x, y}, VΊ) implies that {x,y}aH'V1. Hence, if xex'Vί and
yey'V, for x\ y' e H' then x' Φ y'.

Suppose that zexPf] yP then there exists a symmetric We^V
such that WzaxPf] yP. Let F2 = Vςι G ̂ K be such that xV2aWx
and F3 = V^e^T satisfy yF3cTFi/. With F = Fx Π F2 Π F3 we
have for ίΓ G L(-BΓ, {a?, 2/}, F) that there exist distinct #' and y' in
IT such that xf exV and y' eyV. Moreover since x' e xF2 it follows
that a' = WίX for some ^L e W. Then α?̂ '"1 ;̂ = wr1^ 6 xP so 2 e x'P.
Similarly y' e y F3 implies that y' e Wy and we find that z e y'P.
Thus 3 e x'P Π 2/'JP and we have shown that L(H, {x, y}, V) is con-
tained in (^?S(PJ X) from which the proposition follows.

We conclude this paper with a proof of

THEOREM 3. If X is o-compact and satisfies the first axiom of
countability then S(P, X) is locally compact.

Proof. For any HeS(P, X) we set L(P; H, K, V) = L(H, K, V) Π
S(P, X). We have that L(P; H, KV, V) is closed and for symmetric
F that L(P; H, KV, V) is uniformly bounded in S(P, X) in that
L{H, KV, V) is uniformly bounded in S(X). The theorem will
follow upon showing that S(P, X) is complete.

Let (Ki) be a sequence of compact sets containing e such that
Kί+1Z) Ki (i — 1, 2, •••) and X = JJΓ=i Kt Let (F, ) be a decreasing
sequence of bounded, symmetric elements in ^/Γ such that ΠΓ=i =

{e}. If a sequence (Hn) of elements in S(P, X) is Cauchy then for
each (ΐ, i) there exists n(i, j) such that, for all n ^ m *> w(i, i),
(Ifm, ίί%) G p(Z"ϊ, Fy). It clearly suffices that this condition be met
for all (i, i) will i = j and we shall write n(i) for n(i, i).

If (Hn) = {e} for all n > nQ then Uw is certainly Cauchy and
converges to {e}. Moreover if (Hn) is Cauchy and i is such that
Hn{i) Π K, Vt = {e} then Hm Π If* = {β} for all m ̂  n(ΐ). If indeed i is
such that, for all j ^ i, Jϊw(i) Π K3 V3 — {e} then again (Hn) converges
to {e}. It remains to consider (Hn) for which this is not the case.
Choose i large enough that Vt c P. Then, for n^ m ^ w(ί),
(fZ"m, ίί%) e p(iΓi, Vt) and we may suppose i large enough that
ffm η Ki Φ 0 . If hme Hmf] Ki then for each n > m there exists
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hneHn for which hmehnVt. We claim that hn is uniquely deter-
mined for each n> m. For hn, K e hm Vi would imply that hm e
KVi n KVt hence hnPΠ KP Φ 0 and therefore hn = h'n. Thus for
each n > m there is a unique element in Hn Π Kt Vi which is con-
tained in hmVt. We have, therefore, for each element hm in HmPιKi
a sequence {hm>n: n — 1, 2, •••} which is moreover Cauchy in that
for each j > i there exists n(j) such that, for k> I > n(j), hm>kh~)ι e
Vj. Since X is locally compact it is complete and therefore there
exists a unique limit hm. Suppose that hm and h'm are limits of two
such sequences. We claim that KmP Π h'mP — 0 . Otherwise there
would exist a symmetric neighborhood V e Λr such that Vh^ιhf

m V c
PP"1. If we take s > i and large enough that VsaV then for
r > n(s) we would find Hr ΠhmVs = hr and Hr C)h'mVs = K with Λr Φ h'r.
Moreover h~ιhr

r e PP~ι implying that hrP Π KP Φ 0 contradicting
Hr e S(P, X). It follows that the limit set H whose existence we
have shown is an element of S(P, X) and the proof is complete.
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